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(Communicated by James West)

Abstract. It is shown that an end-irreducible 3-manifold each of whose bound-

ary components is compact and whose fundamental group contains an infinite

cyclic normal subgroup is Seifert fibered.

In this paper, it is shown that if IT7 is a noncompact, orientable, irreducible,
end-irreducible 3-manifold such that each component of dW is compact and

nx(W) contains an infinite cyclic normal subgroup, then W is Seifert fibered.

This was inspired by the work of Dave Gabai [G] and Andrew Casson [CJ],

who showed independantly that if M is a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-

manifold such that nx(M, *) contains an infinite cyclic normal subgroup, then
M is a Seifert fibered space. This paper, however, will not need the full strength

of this result. Instead Corollary II.6.4 of [JS], in which M is assumed to be
sufficiently large, is used.

In this paper, W will always be a noncompact, orientable, irreducible 3-
manifold such that nx(W, *) contains an infinite cyclic normal subgroup C,
where * 6 W is fixed.

If for every compact K c W and every noncompact component U of

cl(W - K) there is a loop Xv in U that is freely homotopic in W to a gener-
ator of C, then we say that C is end-peripheral. If for every compact K c W

there is a compact 3-manifold Mk C W with K c Mk -Fx(Mk) and Fx(Mk)
incompressible in W, we say that W is end-irreducible.

In order to prove the result stated in the first paragraph, it is proven that

W is Seifert fibered whenever C is end-peripheral and W is end-irreducible.
Then it is shown that C is end-peripheral whenever W is end-irreducible and
each component of d W is compact.

The assumption of C being end-peripheral is not unnecessarily strong. In
fact it is not difficult to see that if X is a noncompact Seifert fibered space
and T is the infinite cyclic normal subgroup of nxCL, *) generated by a regular
fiber, then T is end-peripheral.

Similarly, the assumptions of irreducibility and end-irreducibility are reason-

able. By Lemma 2.2 of [W], it follows that R2 x Sx is the only noncompact

Seifert fibered space that is not end-irreducible. It is shown in Lemma 2.1 of
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[W] that every noncompact Seifert fibered space is irreducible.

There do exist homotopy open solid tori with end-peripheral fundamental
groups that are not homeomorphic to R2 x Sx. One can be constructed as

follows. Let H be an open manifold that is a union of solid tori {V„\n > 0}

such that, for n > 1, V„ c Vn+X - dVn+i and the core of Vn is homotopic

in Vn+i to the core of Vn+X. It is easy to show that nx(H,*) = Z and that

nx(H, *) is end-peripheral. However, it is possible to construct H so that H
is not an open solid torus. (See M2 of [ST], for example.) Such an H is
not Seifert fibered because H is not end-irreducible. However, it is possible

that another hypothesis could replace end-irreducibility. For instance, Mess has

shown in [M] that if M is a noncompact 3-manifold such that nx(M, *) is

an abelian group of rank 1 which is a regular cover of a closed, irreducible

3-manifold, then M is an open solid torus and, therefore, Seifert fibered. In

Lemma 3 of Theorem 1 of his proof, Mess actually shows that nx(M, *) is

end-peripheral, though he does not use this terminology.
There do exist examples of end-irreducible 3-manifolds whose fundamental

groups contain non-end-peripheral infinite cyclic normal subgroups. Let F be
a compact, connected 2-manifold with dF ^ 0 that is not an annulus or a disk.
Let / be a component of dF . Let M = F xSx and T = J xSx. Let x e J,

I = x x Sx, and m = J x 1. Let L be a simple closed curve in T which

is equal to l2m? in nx(T, *). Let M' = M - L. Then M' is irreducible.
Let A" be a compact subset of M'. Let V be a regular neighborhood of L
in M - K. Then V is a solid torus whose core is homotopic in F to L.

Let Mk = cl(M - V). Then Fx(Mk) is incompressible in M', so M' is end-
irreducible. Note that nx(M', *x) contains an infinite cyclic normal subgroup
that is generated by *i x Sx, where *i e F - dF . However, M' is not Seifert

fibered because (*i x 51) is not end-peripheral. This is because any loop in

VCiM1 is homotopic in V to a power of /2w3 and, therefore, cannot be freely
homotopic in M' to *i x Sx or its inverse.

Infinite cyclic normal subgroups

Let p : W -► W be the cover of W such that p*(nx(W, *)) = C, where

* e W with p(*) = *. By [S] there is a compact 3-manifold L c W such that

j, : ni (L, *) —» ni (W, I) is an isomorphism where j : L —* W is the inclusion
map.   We shall say that a compact 3-submanifold M of W is  C-aware if

p(L)cM.

Lemma 1. Let M c W be a C-aware compact 3-manifold, and let i: M -> W

be the inclusion map.

(1) C is a subgroup of U%i(M, *).
(2) If j, is injective and no component of dM is a sphere, then M has a

Seifert fibering in which each fiber is freely homotopic in M to a generator of
C.

Proof. To prove (1), let q : L -► M be defined by q(x) = p(x) for every

x e L. Then iq = pj. So Lq* = p*j*. Therefore, C = i»q*iti(L, *).
To prove (2), suppose that j'» is injective. Then n\(M, *) contains an

infinite cyclic normal subgroup. It is not difficult to show that M is Haken.

Therefore, by Corollary II.6.4 of [JS], it follows that M is Seifert fibered in the
way described in (2).   □
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For the rest of the section, suppose that every compact K c W is contained

in a compact 3-submanifold Mk of W such that the inclusion induced map

Ki(Mk, *) -»it\(W, *) is injective.

Proposition 2. Every compact component of dW is a torus.

Proof. Let F be a compact component of d W. Let Mp be a compact 3-
submanifold of W such that F c Mp - Fx(Mp) and the inclusion induced

map ni(Mp, *) —►it\(W, *) is injective. We may assume that Mp is C-aware

and that no component of cl(W - Mp) is compact. By Lemma 1, it follows

that MF is Seifert fibered. Since F is a component of dMF , it follows that
F is a torus.   D

Proposition 3. If W is not end-irreducible and d W is compact, then for every
compact K c W there is a solid torus V such that K c V -Fx(V). In
particular, dW = 0 and nx(W, *) is a subgroup of (Q, +).

Proof. Let K c W be compact. We may assume that d W c K. Let V be a
compact, C-aware 3-manifold in W with K c V -Fx(V) such that no com-
ponent of cl(W - V) is compact and the inclusion induced map %X(V, *) -►
nx(W, *) is injective. It follows easily that V must be Haken. By Lemma 1,
it follows that V is Seifert fibered.

We claim that V is a solid torus. Since W is not end-irreducible, we may

choose V so that Fr(K) is compressible in W. Note that each component

of Fr(K) is a component of dV because dW c V - Fx(V). Consequently
each component of Fr( V) is a torus. Suppose that D is a compressing disk for
Fr(K) in W.

We claim that D c V. Suppose that D c cl(W - V). Let 7 be the
component of Fr(K) that contains dD. Then T is a torus. By compressing

T along D, we can obtain a 2-sphere S which must bound a 3-cell B c W.
Since no component of cl^ - V) is compact, it follows that V c B . Since
V is C-aware, this is a contradiction.

Since D c V, it follows K is a solid torus. It is an exercise to show that
nx(W, *) can be embedded in (Q, +).   □

End-peripheral subgroups

In this section, we shall suppose that C is end-peripheral and W is end-
irreducible.

Let M be a C-aware compact, connected 3-manifold in W such that Fr(Af)

is incompressible in W and no component of cl(W - M) is compact. Let N

be a compact, connected 3-manifold in W with M c N -Fx(N) such that

Fr(iV) is incompressible in W, no component of cl(W - N) is compact, and

each component of cl(W - M) meets only one component of cl(iV - M). Let
Q be a component of cl(iV - A7), and let Mq = MuQ.

Lemma 4. For some *x e Q n Fr(Af), 7Ti(Q, *i) contains an infinite cyclic

subgroup G that is normal in nx(W, *x) (and so in nx(Q, *x)) whose generator

is freely homotopic in W to a generator of C.

Proof. Let U be the component of cl(W - M) that contains Q. There is
a loop X' : Sx -* W with X'(SX) C U that is freely homotopic in  W to a
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generator of C. By the usual arguments involving the incompressibility of

Fr(<2) in W, it follows that X' is freely homotopic in U to a loop X : Sx —► U

with X(SX) contained in QnFx(M). Let *x = X(l), and let G be the subgroup
of Tti(Q, *i) that is generated by X.

We claim that G is an infinite cyclic normal subgroup of nx(Q, *i). Since

Fx(Q) is incompressible in W, we may consider nx(Q, *x) to be a subgroup

of 7ti(W, *i). Note that X is freely homotopic in W to a generator of C. Let

A : Sx x I -* W be a map such that A(z, 0) = X(z) and A|5' x 1 generates

C. Let a: I -> W be the path from *j to * defined by a(t) = A(l, t). Let
4>a : 7ti(W, *i) —> nx(W, *) be the change of base-point isomorphism along

a. Then <$>a(X) generates C. Therefore, <pa(G) = C. So <f>a(G) is normal in

<Pa(ni(W, *\)). Therefore, G is normal in nx(W,*x).   D

Lemma 5.  W is Seifert fibered.

Proof. By Lemma 1, M is Seifert fibered with fiber freely homotopic in M to
a generator of C.

By Lemma 4, nx(Q, *x) contains an infinite cyclic normal subgroup G

whose generator g is freely homotopic in W to a generator c of C. In

particular, it follows from Corollary II.6.4 of [JS] that Q is Seifert fibered with
fiber freely homotopic in Q to g .

Let A : Sx x I -* W be a map such that g = A\SX x 0 and c = A\SX x 1. Let
a : I —> W be defined by a(t) = A(l, t). Then a is a path in W from *i to * .
Let (pa : ni(W, *i) —> 7ti(W, *) be the change of base-point isomorphism along

cv. Let /? be a path in M from *i to * , and let 4>p : ni(W, *i) —> n{(W, *)

be the change of base-point isomorphism along fJ .

Given a path f : I -* W ,let f : I ^ W be defined by f(t) = f(l - t).
Therefore, /?q and afi are loops in W based at *i and (/?a)(a/?) is homo-

topic with *i fixed to *i. Since G is normal in ni(W, *i), it follows that

pagajj is homotopic with ^ fixed to gi, where |e| = 1. Hence (pp(gt) =

dga, and ago. is homotopic with * fixed to c. Therefore, (pp(ge) = c. Since

(j>p(ge) and c axe loops in M and the inclusion induced map ni(M, *) —►

7ti(W, *) is injective, 4>p(g() and c are homotopic in M.

It is now easy to see that we may isotop the fibering of Q by an isotopy fixed
off a neighborhood of dQ n M in such a way that each fiber of QCidM is a
fiber of M DdQ. That is, we may extend the fibering of M to Mq . Hence
we may extend the fibering of ¥ to N.

Since W is end-irreducible, it follows that W can be given a Seifert fiber-
ing.   □

Compact boundary components

For the rest of the paper, it will be assumed that W is end-irreducible and

that each component of d W is compact.

Lemma 6.  C is end-peripheral.

Proof. Suppose that K c W is compact. Let U be a noncompact component
of cl(W - K). Let M be a compact, connected, C-aware 3-manifold such that

Fr(A7) is incompressible in W and such that M-Fx(M) contains K and every
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component of d W that meets K. Let F be the union of components of dM

that do not meet K. Let F' = F n U. Since M - Fx(M) contains K and
all of the components of d W that meet K, it follows that F' is a nonempty
union of components of dM.

By Lemma 1, it follows that M is fibered with fibers that are freely homotopic

to a generator of C. Let X be a fiber of M that is contained in F'. This ends

the proof,   o

Theorem 7.  W is Seifert fibered.

Proof. This follows by Lemmas 5 and 6.   D
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